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oliver wendell holmes jr march 8 1841 march 6 1935 was an american jurist who served as an associate justice of the u
s supreme court from 1902 to 1932 oliver wendell holmes sr hoʊmz august 29 1809 october 7 1894 was an american
physician poet and polymath based in boston grouped among the fireside poets he was acclaimed by his peers as one of
the best writers of the day oliver wendell holmes born aug 29 1809 cambridge mass u s died oct 7 1894 cambridge was
an american physician poet and humorist notable for his medical research and teaching and as the author of the
breakfast table series of essays oliver wendell holmes jr was an associate justice of the united states supreme court
u s legal historian and philosopher who advocated judicial restraint he stated the concept of clear and present
danger as the only basis for limiting the right of freedom of speech holmes was the first oliver wendell holmes jr
was a u s supreme court justice from 1902 to 1931 he was a civil war veteran a professor and an expert on the common
law he wrote the common law a collection of his lectures and essays on legal issues he was known for his dissenting
opinions on speech privacy and civil rights oliver wendell holmes jr was a famous u s supreme court justice who
served from 1902 to 1932 he was known for his dissents on free speech state power and social darwinism he wrote the
clear and present danger test for speech limitations and the marketplace of ideas concept
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oliver wendell holmes jr wikipedia Mar 26 2024 oliver wendell holmes jr march 8 1841 march 6 1935 was an american
jurist who served as an associate justice of the u s supreme court from 1902 to 1932
oliver wendell holmes sr wikipedia Feb 25 2024 oliver wendell holmes sr hoʊmz august 29 1809 october 7 1894 was an
american physician poet and polymath based in boston grouped among the fireside poets he was acclaimed by his peers
as one of the best writers of the day
oliver wendell holmes civil war poetry autobiography Jan 24 2024 oliver wendell holmes born aug 29 1809 cambridge
mass u s died oct 7 1894 cambridge was an american physician poet and humorist notable for his medical research and
teaching and as the author of the breakfast table series of essays
oliver wendell holmes jr biography jurisprudence facts Dec 23 2023 oliver wendell holmes jr was an associate justice
of the united states supreme court u s legal historian and philosopher who advocated judicial restraint he stated the
concept of clear and present danger as the only basis for limiting the right of freedom of speech holmes was the
first
oliver wendell holmes jr quotes common law education Nov 22 2023 oliver wendell holmes jr was a u s supreme court
justice from 1902 to 1931 he was a civil war veteran a professor and an expert on the common law he wrote the common
law a collection of his lectures and essays on legal issues he was known for his dissenting opinions on speech
privacy and civil rights
oliver wendell holmes history Oct 21 2023 oliver wendell holmes jr was a famous u s supreme court justice who served
from 1902 to 1932 he was known for his dissents on free speech state power and social darwinism he wrote the clear
and present danger test for speech limitations and the marketplace of ideas concept
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